
. On Trend PINK !! .

. INSPIRATION! .

' Just living is not enough... one must have sunshine,
freedom, and a little flower.'

Hans Christian Andersen

Pink... fresh, pretty, sweet & special pink. As this delicate
and sometimes strong color bursts forth this season it is
all the more precious because it is not here for very long.
Let's cherish every moment we have it surrounding us!

Color Psychology of
PINK



Hans Christian Andersen

. ART .

This stunning painting by Fiona Craig is titled:
'Tulipomania: Pale Pink Parrots'. It is radiant in the pinks
of spring. To the artist, these are a favorite due to their
extraordinary shapes and patterning. 'Tulipomania' or
'Tulip Mania' represent times during the 17th century

when investors purchased tulips, elevating their prices to
soaring amounts. Paintings of these and other flowers
were popular as they were far less expensive than the

flowers themselves and became popular to collect.

LINK to Artist - Fiona Craig



Tulip Mania

. INTERIOR DESIGN .



A Statement in PINK !
This Space works really well because:

The pink tone softens the entire area, creating a chic
and gentle place to work & live.



Notice how the black and white elements provide
contrast and clarity, shaping the personality of home.

This color has been popular in the past and is
making new waves in the interior design trends of
2021 due to the fact it is elevated in the world of
fashion and is a color we are readily embracing.

. PAPER FLOWERS .

Pink is contrasted beautifully with neutral colors of black,
silver and in this example, brown. Wreaths are incredibly
fun to create. Embellished with paper flowers they have

the ability to bring out your creativity and personality!

Link to Paper Flower
Instructions



. PAINTED FURNITURE .

A plain, Mid-Century Modern cabinet is made
extraordinary by incorporating an enlarged floral

photograph on the two flat doors of this cabinet. I am
excited to try this design solution. Now I just have to find
the perfect element of furniture. Off to the Flea Markets &

Second Hand Stores to explore!

LINK to Painted Furniture

With my every best wish...



This quote that has been said by many people... and
sung by Shania Twain. It underscores that each day we
are given challenges and we make our own choice on
how to react and take charge of how to move forward.

I am going to try and not let anything stand in my way of
making this day... this one day, be the best I can make it.

Then I'll try to do the same tomorrow.
Wish me luck & I wish the same for you!

'Today Is Your Day' by Shania
Twain

Inspiration that led to this SONG!

Please stay safe & healthy & determined!
...with my every best wish, Barbara

Here is a LINK to all our past COLOR Messages to YOU!

Archive of COLOR Messages

EMERALD & VIOLET STUDIO



We are all about Art, Color & Design!!!
I am working on creating classes that I will be able to

share with you online, via Zoom or another method. I'll be
in touch as soon as I have it all developed.

Until then take good care, be well & stay healthy!

A LINK to our Website:

Hours:
Currently closed...

Call Barbara at #216.310.0080 with any questions!

Emerald & Violet Studio
9722 Columbia Road, Olmsted Falls 44138

216.310.0080

www.emeraldandvioletstudio.com


